2018 Australian Reining Breeders Classic

Above: Judges Leanne Bartlett and Pam Spokes, 2018 ARBC Dan Kingsley Custom Saddlery Open Derby champion
Smart Little Roy and Warren Backhouse with grandson Jackson Saunders, proud owner Julie Maxwell with the trophy
saddle, Hayley Saunders, Ashleigh Backhouse, Errol Thomas, Chris Gould with the SPH saddle pad and Yair Alimi.

Above: Denise Milgate and RKN Two Eyed Kid were 2018 ARBC Open and Non Pro champions
and also won the buckle for the Prime Time Non Pro.
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The Australian Reining Breeders Classic has been
held since 2015 at Dalby in Queensland over the week
leading up to Easter Saturday. This year, the 2018
ARBC program was expanded to include coveted
titles in five equestrian disciplines for the first time:
Western Dressage, Reining, Stockman’s Challenge,
Working Cowhorse and Campdrafting. The wide
range of disciplines saw many people cross-enter
different events and there is talk of bigger numbers
of riders attending next year to compete in more
than one phase over the week.
There were more than 210 horse and rider
combinations in competition. The ARBC Show
clocked up a total of 554 runs across all five
disciplines, keeping judges and competitors busy
for the entire week of showing.
The camaraderie shone through with riders from all
disciplines watching each other compete, offering
encouragement and showing their support. This
great sportsmanship is unique to ARBC, the show
where we all come together to celebrate great
horsemanship and talented horses and riders.
The 2018 ARBC saw the introduction of ARBC
Western Dressage events on Sunday 25th March
with a full day of competition. We would like to thank
the Western Dressage Association of Queensland
and organisers Jim Whitaker, Vivian Wearing, Lisa
Berg, judge Steve Thake and his penciller/wife Anne
for making this event possible.
A special thank you goes out to all the callers for
the riders, especially to Louise Harris. A total of 11
classes were run with nearly 40 tests completed.
Congratulations to everyone and thank you for
helping to make ARBC Western Dressage so
successful. We look forward to welcoming you all
back in 2019 in greater numbers.

The competitors make the trek to ARBC as much for
the beautiful prizes on offer as the prize money. The
prize pool is growing as the ARBC moves forward, so
thank you to everyone that made this possible and
contributed to the overall success of ARBC 2018.
An important focus at the ARBC is to promote and
thank all our wonderful sponsors for their support
and involvement in the ARBC. We love that a good
proportion of sponsorship comes from trainers
and competitors. With your continued backing,
the ARBC is now a must-do on our competitors’
calendars and we thank you all. You can see a full
list of our sponsors on our ARBC official website
ARBC.NET.AU
As it grows and develops as a great show, the ARBC
is proving to be more than just a horse show on the
reining calendar. It is a place where many win their
first buckle. Congratulations to Jan Farrell and Bec
Tarlinton on winning that wonderful first buckle at
the ARBC this year. The ARBC is a place where some
great memories are made and a time for so many
in the reining world to catch up with those they
only see at shows. The ARBC is about cheering each
other on, and this was evident throughout the show.
It is a place where so many wonderful people pitch
in and help out throughout the show. The success
of any big horse show depends on the work of many
helpers behind the scenes.
Gottagetagunner, Cameron Haliwell and Errol Thomas.

This year, ARBC event organisers were proud
to announce a total of $83,145.50 in cash prizes
presented across all disciplines. Prize money for the
ARBC Reining totalled $41,295.50. The cash share
for the ARBC Stockman’s Challenge/Campdraft/
Working Cowhorse events came to $41,860.
These figures did not include in-kind prizes given
out over the week valued at over $20,000, including
a Dan Kingsley Trophy reining saddle and two Rick
Meredith silver bridles, not to mention Ariat bags,
garlands, handmade timber trophies, and much
more. At over $100,000 in cash and prizes, this
payout was the biggest since the inception of ARBC
in 2015.
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Above: Winner of the Beginner Youth class Chase Huff
on Quirran Lea Spinamiss and runner-up Tobin Smart on
Sonitas Calendar Girl.

Above: Green Rider Level 1 winner Jordan Rogers and
Voila Petit Pas.

Above: Tobin Smart and Sonitas Calendar Girl took out
first place in the Short Stirrup class.
Right: Winner of the Youth 13 Years and Under was
Amelia Baker and A Hollywood Whizz. Amelia also won
the Freestyle.

Above: Natalia Kritikou and Sprite Olena won the buckle
in the Rookie Level 1 class.
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Above: Keiran Moses and Seen The Light opened their
account with a win in the Intermediate Non Pro and went
on to be 2018 ARBC Limited Open Derby and Xtreme
Genes Non Pro Maturity champions.
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Special mention is in order for our loyal and diligent
office team, Lynda Gray and Kathleen Murphy;
thanks to announcer Glenn Muir for entertaining our
competitors and audience, and to John Wylie, our
hardworking gate marshal, for keeping everything
on track.

The ARBC was livestreamed around the world
via Facebook Live. It was our first time trying this
medium and it ran smoothly. Everyone at home
could join in on the fun and cheer on their friends
and family throughout the show.

ARBC would not function without our professional
judging team: Leanne Bartlett, Pam Spokes, Ian
Francis, Errol Thomas, Bomber Lancaster and Steve
Thake. And nothing would be possible without the
hard work of our scribes, Jolene King, Ben Ditzel,
Jaime-Lee Ditzel and Chris Gould. Lorraine Wylie
looked after the judges and workers by sending a
regular stream of delicious lunches and snacks their
way to keep bodies and souls together.

In 2018, ARBC introduced a Friday Evening
Feature for the first time. The ARBC Open Working
Cowhorse drew a total of 14 competitors to the Dalby
Arena before judge Mr Ian Francis. The atmosphere
was electric as competitors took to the pen for the
dry work, followed by each one working a cow in
the main arena. There were some spectacular (and
unexpected) displays of horsemanship on Friday
night and we thank the vocal spectators in the stand
for cheering them on.

Errol Thomas from Thomas Arena Products
managed the preparation of the Dalby Arena. Errol
resurfaced the indoor arena and surpassed himself
by producing a fabulous surface to the delight
of all competitors; it was the best surface many
have ridden on for some time and made it easy to
show their highly trained horses. The arena was
maintained to the highest standard with the help
of Alan Cooper. The can-do attitude from everyone
involved keeps this great show running.

This contest was hard fought with Leah Read on
Peptocat showing high scores in both the dry work
and cattle work to come out the winner. Brydie
Hughes on Beniah came in second and David
Manchon on Moranjee Lethal Reward followed the
ladies to round out the top 3. This event proved to
be so popular that we are expanding it in 2019 to
include a Reiners and Challenge Team Calcutta.
More info on this development will be published in
early 2019.

Leah Read and Peptocat demonstrate their winning form in the Open Working Cowhorse.
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Above: Smart Little Roy by ARBC Nominated Sire Docs Fancy Roy and shown by Warren Backhouse won the 2018
ARBC Dan Kingsley Custom Saddlery Open Derby and was the 2018 ARBC Mark Jackson Electrical Open Maturity
champion.

Above: Cameron Halliwell and Gottagetagunner were 2018 ARBC Marrison Hydraulics Non Pro Derby champions.
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The feature event of the Australian Reining
Breeders Classic is a Derby for 4, 5, and 6-year-old
horses. In 2018, this was the ARBC Dan Kingsley
Custom Saddlery Open Derby. There were 26 horses
nominated in the six divisions of the Derby. They
were running for a total prize purse of $29,049, with
the Open Derby paying down to 10th place.

The Limited Open Division Champion was Seen
the Light owned by Cameron Halliwell and Keiran
Moses, with Keiran in the saddle. These horses
received an ARBC Champion’s buckle and a garland
by Bec Laurie. The ARBC Open Derby had a total
prize pool of $22,987 less the payouts of 5% to the
owners of ARBC Nominated Stallions.

Smart Little Roy ridden by Warren Backhouse and
owned by Henry and Julie Maxwell took out the
ARBC Dan Kingsley Custom Saddlery Open Derby
title with a top score of 142.5. This is the third year
running that Warren has won the ARBC Open Derby
title. The winning connections took home $6114.75
along with the Dan Kingsley handcrafted reining
saddle, ARBC Trophy cup, ARBC Champion’s
buckle, a show bridle from Mr Rick Meredith,
a NRHA Lawson trophy, SPH saddle pad and a
garland by Bec Laurie.

Cameron Halliwell and Gottagetagunner, owned
by Cameron Halliwell and Keiran Moses, won the
ARBC Marrison Hydraulics Non Pro Derby title with
their score of 140. ARBC congratulates Cameron for
making this championship his own for the second
year running. Prizes for the ARBC Non Pro Derby
Champion include an ARBC Trophy cup, ARBC
Champion’s buckle, a show bridle from Mr Rick
Meredith and a garland by Bec Laurie.

Owners of the winning ARBC Nominated Sire
receive a bonus of $1000. In addition, owners of
ARBC Nominated Sires receive 5% of the earnings
of their progeny placed in the event as part of the
ARBC Stallion Nomination Program. The ARBC
Nominated Sire of the 2018 ARBC Open Derby
Champion was Docs Fancy Roy owned by Errol and
Gita Thomas.

The three divisions of the Non Pro Derby were
strongly contested and we saw some awesome runs
from the Non Pro competitors. Kerri Behrens riding
My Dads A Wimp won both the Intermediate Non
Pro and Limited Non Pro divisions of the ARBC Non
Pro Derby.
The ARBC Maturity events are for 4-year-old horses,
and in 2018 they were running for a prize purse of
$4,636 between the two divisions.

The Intermediate Open Division
Champion was Gunnerreload owned
by Peter Bartolo, ridden to the win by
Rodney Peachey.

Above: Sliders Night: the stage.
Above: Deb Versluis and Michell Anne Kimball, owner of
Spooks Gotta Whiz and sponsor of our Youth.

The ARBC Mark Jackson Electrical Open
Maturity Champion with a score of 142.5 was
Warren Backhouse riding Smart Little Roy
owned by Henry and Julie Maxwell. The ARBC
Xtreme Genes Non Pro Maturity Champion was
Keiran Moses riding Seen the Light owned by
Cameron Halliwell and Keiran on a score of 140.

Above: Deb Versluis congratulates the man himself,
Congratulations
Craig
Schmersal. to all Champions and place

getters in all 6 divisions of the ARBC Derby, we
thank
you
all for
making
the trek to the ARBC
Above:
Sliders
Night:
the bar.
and we look forward to welcoming you all back
again next year.

Gunnerreload, owned by Bartolo Performance Horses and shown by
Rodney Peachey, was 2018 ARBC Intermediate Open Derby champion.
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Above: Bec Tarlinton and Rocky River Little Roc were
equal first in the Rookie Level 2 class and Bec won her first
buckles for Novice Horse Non Pro Level 1 and Level 2.

Above: Michelle Burnett and De Termination won the
buckle for Limited Open. Scott Burnett rode Smokin
Sherriff to a win in the Novice Horse Open Level 2 class.

Above: ARBC buckles trophies, prizes and garlands.
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Above: Noel Watson and Whiz A Ricochet won the
Novice Horse Open Level 1 class. The buckle was
presented by John Wylie.

Above: Janita Farrell won her first buckle showing
Gambels Kissed By An Angel in the Rookie Level 2 class.

Above: Peter Gould and Fancy Louise won the buckle in
the Rookie Professional class.
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Thank you to everyone who hauled from near and far
to compete at our show, with some like Mick Taylor
coming from as far south as Victoria. Cameron
Halliwell and Keiran Moses once again travelled up
from Tatura to take home a whopping stash of over
$13,500 in cash, not to mention the buckles and
prizes won by both.
We were blessed to have met an amazing lady
in the lead up to our ARBC Show this year. Chris
Parnell is not well and yet she travelled from NSW
to compete at the ARBC Show on her beloved pony
Chicka and to initiate an amazing Encouragement
and Sportsmanship award.

This award is intended to recognise the person
that showed the best sportsmanship throughout
the show, perhaps not getting their hands on a
buckle, but having had a fun time trying. Our judges
Leanne Bartlett and Pam Spokes were given the job
of choosing the award recipient. The winner was
announced at the ARBC VIP dinner: it was Kristine
McDougall from Middlemount in Queensland.
The ARBC is a place where dreams come true. Chris
Parnell had her dream come true on Friday evening
when she met and then dined with Mr Ian Francis.
This ticked one important item off her bucket list.
Like the true gentleman and legend that he is, Ian
thanked Chris for dining with him.

Above: The Encouragement and Sportsmanship
Award sponsored by Chris Parnell and won by Kristine
McDougall.
Left: Chris Parnell and Chicka.

Above: Gita Thomas and Shiney Nu Addition won the
buckle in the Limited Non Pro class.
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Above: Kerri Behrens showed My Dads A Wimp to win
the Intermediate and Limited divisions of the 2018 ARBC
Non Pro Derby.
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The last evening at ARBC is renowned for getting our
competitors together, mixing with the helpers, and
where we thank our great sponsors and celebrate
the ARBC Champions. We broke an all-time record
by seating over 160 guests at this year’s VIP Dinner.
We presented seven Big Cheques to our ARBC
Reining and Stockman’s Challenge Champions.
These are always well received; it’s not every day
you get a big cheque to take home for your trophy
cabinet. Congratulations to all the winners.
Reining champions who won those classes with
prize money that exceeded $2,000 received a
beautiful Lawson Trophy from NRHA in the USA.
One of these beautiful trophies was awarded to the
ARBC Open Champion, Denise Milgate, another to
Warren Backhouse and Henry and Julie Maxwell
for the ARBC Open Derby, to Rodney Peachey and
Peter Bartolo for the ARBC Intermediate Open
Derby and a second trophy to Warren Backhouse
and Henry and Julie Maxwell for the ARBC Open
Maturity Championship.

After an excellent dinner followed by dessert,
everyone kicked on to the ARBC Saloon and the live
band where we could unwind and just enjoy each
other’s company at the end of a big week of showing.
Gita and Errol Thomas would like to thank everyone
involved with running the show and all those who
came from near and far to attend this prestigious
event. ARBC continues to be a fun and successful
show because of all the great people that support it.
Our dates for ARBC 2019 are already reserved, so
lock in the 24th to 27th April 2019 when the ARBC
Show will run through the week following Easter.
We look forward to welcoming you all back in 2019.
To name a few of our major sponsors; Dan Kingsley
for his handcrafted reining saddle for the ARBC
Open Derby Champion, Thomas Arena Products,
Dalby General Steel, Simplicity Coatings, Rural
Weekly, Marrison Hydraulics, Backhouse Training
Stables, Xtreme Genes, Mark Jackson Electrical,
Chesterfield, Total Steel, Rural Weekly, Ariat, Mr
Ian Francis, Bec Laurie for the stunning garlands,
Mr Ron Fisher for handcrafted timber trophies
and Mr Rick Meredith for the beautiful silver show
bridles.

Left: Errol Thomas, Julie Maxwell with Lawson trophy, Gita
Thomas and Warren Backhouse with the Big Cheque for the
2018 ARBC Mark Jackson Electrical Open Maturity.
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Above left: Errol Thomas, Peter Bartolo with Lawson
trophy, Gita Thomas and Rodney Peachey with the Big
Cheque for the 2018 ARBC Intermediate Open Derby.
Above: Errol Thomas, Gita Thomas and Denise Milgate
with the Lawson trophy and Big Cheque for the 2018
ARBC Open championship.
Left: Setting for the VIP Dinner upstairs above the
arena before the hordes descended for an excellent
finale to the show.
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